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Science Day 2004
 by Ed Pearson, NAR 5694
  NARHAMS supported the
Rockville Consortium of Science’s
(RCS) 15th annual Science Day
Sunday, April 18th at Montgomery
College in Rockville.  Our club was
one of approximately 40 exhibitors
at Science Day, which annually
draws more than a thousand
participants.  This too was our club’s
15th year of participation in the event.
  The sponsor, RCS, is a group of
retired science professionals who
have as their objective the formation
of a eclectic science museum for the
City of Rockville and making
Science Day every day for area youth
at the center.
  Fifteen years back Science Day was
the City of Rockville’s way of
commemorating Earth Day with

ecology as the main focus.  Over the
years the science disciplines on
display have grown more diverse.
True there are still the electric cars
outside the building and displays on
recycling.  But now the displays
include genome mapping, robotics,
and cultural archeology.  Lots of
reptiles are on display and there were
also exhibits by the Galaxy of
Federation Explorers, the Artemis
Society (a group advocating a return
to the Moon), the Mars Society and
by people who collect fossils (one
stone snail in particular turns out to
be the Maryland State fossil).
  Fifteen years back, I represented the
club, and we built about a dozen
Alphas.  It took the students—aged
8 and up—about two hours to cut out,
sand and glue on the fins, cut out the
parachutes and attach the shroud

lines, assemble the pieces and then
go outside and launch their
masterpieces.  Over the years, we
evolved to Alpha IIs (a teacher’s
version of the Alpha using metric
measurements), and Alpha IIIs.   The
club’s participation started to grow
too.
  From the one guy teaching back
then, this year brought out nine
helpers.  Excluding myself, on hand
we had the benefit of Jennifer Ash-
Poole who was immediately dubbed
“Bubbles the Terrible” by Alan
Williams another long-time Science
Day helper.  John and Mary McCoy
returned after a missed year’s absence
(John remarked afterwards, that if
there was only one rocket event Mary
and he could attend, Science Day
would be the choice).  Ex-ZOG Jim
Filler came out for the first time after
working in nearby Rockville.  A bit
later his son Matthew came too and
helped (Matthew had some squirrelly

Ed and the crew get started with the Apha III building session.  Photo by John McCoy.

...continued on page 3
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ZOG-43 is the official newsletter of
NARHAMS the National Association of
Rocketry Headquarters Astro Modeling
Section # 139

NARHAMS is the oldest model rocket club
in the United States!

ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model rocketeers
of all ages, abilities, and interest. We are
committed to providing the most current,
up-to-date information on model and real
world rocketry, and to provide educational
material as well as entertaining information.
ZOG -43 is published monthly and is
available to anyone on a subscription basis.
Current rates are $10 for meeting pickup or
email or $15 for postal mail U.S. Funds for
12 issues a year, payable to NARHAMS
  Material in ZOG -43 is not copyrighted.
Free and unlimited reproduction is granted
with the proper credit to the author and/or
ZOG-43.

For more information.....

If you have any questions about ZOG-43
or NARHAMS, or if you have any
comment(s),  correspondence, free
merchandise or if you’d like to submit an
article, send them to :

ZOG-43, 5269 Rivendell Lane, Apt 5,
Columbia, Md. 21044
E-Mail ZOG-43 at:
zog43editor@yahoo.com

ZOG-43 is edited by Kevin Johnson, and is
a seven-time winner of the  NAR/LAC
“Rockwell” Trophy, recognized as the best
NAR section newsletter.

Years won: 1969, 1973, 1975, 1990, 1991,
1992, & 2003

Zog-43 staff typist is none other than
Jennifer Ash-Poole a.k.a. Secretary to the
Stars !

Photographs: by Kevin Johnson, except
where noted.

ZOG-43 is produced on a Compaq Evo PC
with a Pentium 4 processor using Adobe
PageMaker.  Masters are printed on a Canon
ImageRunner 5000 copier/printer.

This Edition: 35 copies

NARHAMS ON THE WEB

http://www.narhams.org

Send and receive E-mail with other
NARHAMS members through NARHAMS
Web page grouplist via yahoo-groups.

ZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYAL COURTAL COURTAL COURTAL COURTAL COURT
( NARHAMS OFFICERS )

ZOGZOGZOGZOGZOG  (President)

Jennifer Ash-Poole

 410-674-6262

Vice Zog Vice Zog Vice Zog Vice Zog Vice Zog (Vice-President)

 Jim Filler
COLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTOR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROYOYOYOYOYAAAAALLLLL
TTTTTAXESAXESAXESAXESAXES  (Treasurer)

Ed Pearson    301-577-7775

     KEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLY WY WY WY WY WORDSORDSORDSORDSORDS
( Secretary )

Chris Kidwell  571-434-7507

COURCOURCOURCOURCOURT JESTERT JESTERT JESTERT JESTERT JESTER  (Section
Advisor)

Khim Bittle      301-293-2399

NARHAMS serves Baltimore, the state of
Md., Washington DC and the surrounding
Metropolitan areas. The club is a section
of the National Association of Model
Rocketry (NAR) and we are the oldest
continuously active model rocket club in
the United States, first established as a high
school club in 1963, changing our name to
NARHAMS when chartered as a NAR
section in 1965. NARHAMS is the only
four time winner of the NAR “Section of
the Year” award.

Years won: 1997,1998,1999, 2001

NARHAMS members regularly fly their
model rockets at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center on Soil Conservation Rd. in
Greenbelt Md. The launches are open to
the public and are held the first  Sunday of
every month (weather permitting), starting
at 1 PM.

Sport Launches are usually held the second
Saturday of every month at Middletown
Recreation Park in Middletown Md. Check
the web page for updates.

NARHAMS welcomes all prospective new
members to our monthly meetings. They are
held on the first Friday of the month from
7:30 to 9:30 PM at the College Park Airport
Annex Building. Dues are 10 cents a week,
with an initial 50 cents up front (good for 5
weeks) as a sign of good faith.

NEW: Monthly meetings available on-line
via chat-room , simply go to the
NARHAMS homepage and click on the
link.

Directions to College Park
Airport:
Follow I-495 to Kenilworth Ave. South.
Make a right onto Paint Branch Parkway,
then make a right on Cpl. Frank S. Scott
Dr. At the airport entrance go straight to the
Operations Building, the annex building is
adjacent to the “Ops” building.
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SeaLaunch Launch
By Dr. Chris Kidwell, NAR 45225
  NOVAAR’s meeting on May 4th
had a presentation by Randy
Repcheck who works for the FAA as
a safety officer for launches.
  Last year, he oversaw a mission for
Sea Launch, which is a private
consortium that does primarily
communication satellite launches
from the Pacific equator.
  They just did another launch,
successfully putting up a new
DirecTv satellite. There are photos
and mission details at www.sea-
launch.com, and a really cool 1-hr
plus webcast of the launch at http://
w w w . s e a - l a u n c h . c o m /
current_index_webcast.html

!

!

!

From the Prez
  It is the prime flying season, for
both rocketeers and cicadas. There
are plenty of chances to launch those
rockets over the next few months.
Take a look at the calendar and see
if you can’t make a launch. Make
sure to bring out your cicada gliders.
  It’s also time to start thinking about
the end of the contest year. We have
ECRM and RAMTEC coming up to
finish off the year. The officers will
have to fill out the Section of the Year
Award paperwork, so if you have
done an an outreach at a school, if
it’s a launch, or a talk, let Chris
Kidwell and myself know. The
number of outreaches is one of the
criteria for the award.
  With the warm weather, we need
to watch out for our fellow
rocketeers. As many of you joke, you
can tell how humid it is by how green
I am looking in the face. Don’t forget
the sunscreen, water, gatorade and
snacks for the field.
  That’s enough nagging from me.
Go fly a rocket.

Zog Bubbles

New HAMSters!
  Last month we picked up a new
member at OPOSSUM.  Harry Crum
from State Line, PA joined the club
between Ole Ed’s rambles in the
brambles.  Welcome Harry, we hope
to see you at future launches and ac-
tivities!

nicknames earlier in his youth.  One
that could be added to that list now
is Joy as he takes direction and
responsibility well and is a pleasure
to work alongside).  Chad Blair and
his wife Angela also showed to help.
This is the third group event Chad
has helped with since joining
NARHAMS last February—all
building sessions for the kids).
  We did a show/tell exhibit of
models at the college and moved to
a lottery to determine who could
build the two dozen models RCS had
donated to the club (we provided the
engines, wadding, equipment, and
expertise).  After building the
models, the children assembled on

the school’s athletic field and we
conducted a launch with everyone
helping either with range safety,
check-in and rail assignment,
launching or announcing.  We kept
the models for the children until the
launch to assure that rockets wouldn’t
be misplaced/lost and that the
modelers would indeed show up.  We
had more than a hundred spectators
join us too.
  Helpers asked each other after the
building session or the launch what
went right and where areas could be
improved.  New helpers were
impressed with the ticket system
(suggested many years ago by Mary
McCoy to minimize dissention on

first come first served building
decisions—we always have more
people who wish to build than
models), prepping of the engines in
advance (to save time later) and the
pre-slitting of the engine mount tubes
for engine hooks so children
wouldn’t handle xacto-type knives.
(I would have made that sentence
longer but I got thirsty at the end!)
People also liked that we provided
refreshments (soda pop and food)
and that Jennifer brought 150 flyers
to hand out.  The papers advertised
the club and announced the July
GSFC Visitor Center Apollo-
commemoration model rocket
contest.
   We also found that we could make
a small room work for us better if
we arranged the tables (U-shaped
configuration) to be closer to the
center of the room and allow more
space for parents to stand behind
their children and still allow room for
others to pass.  We also put students
inside the U, which utilized table
space more effectively.
  We found it worked well when
 volunteers “adopted” a table, e.g.,

Mary minds the rocket dispaly.

...continued on page 7

Science Day from  page 1
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An Interview with Chad Blair
By Steve Humphrey, NAR 17888
  This month’s NARHAMSter
interview focuses on one of our
newer  members, Chad Balir.  Chad
has been seen helping out at the cadet
building sessions and sport flying at
Middletown.  Steve tracked him
down and forced him to anwer these
questions...
Chad, I understand you moved
here not too long ago. Where are
you from?
  Alabama. My dad retired from the
USAF in 1971 and settled in
Montgomery. I moved to Atlanta
briefly in the early 80’s, and then
moved down to the Mobile Bay area
of Alabama. In 2002, my wife Angela
got a job with the federal government
in the DC area. We moved to
Northern Virginia in late 2002. I like
it here, especially the weather! The
Gulf Coast weather can be miserable.
What kind of work do you do?
  Like a lot of geeks that can’t make
money on anything else, I am in
Computer Support. I was a field
support engineer for DEC and
Compaq, and then moved into
Network Admin for the public
schools.
When did you start flying rockets?
  I built my first rockets in 1973—an
Astron Scout and Astron Streak. I
never flew them. In 1975-77 my
brother and I spent our summer
vacations building a bunch of Estes
and Centuri stuff that we launched
on our birthdays (June and July).
How did you get started in
rocketry?
  My brother had model rockets in the
late ‘60’s. In the early ‘70’s we would
visit relatives in Kentucky. My
cousin Danny O’Brien had become
a demo rep for Estes (and Enerjet)
and his attic room was stuffed with
rockets! I must have been a real pest
to my folks about this; from that time

 forward I was a rocket and space
fanatic.
Have you been in the hobby
continuously since then?
 No.
What got you back into the hobby?
  In the 80’s, while in Atlanta, I was
in pursuit of an engineering degree.
This sparked my interest in model
rockets for the first time in several
years. During that time I helped form
the Grander Atlanta SPacemodelers
Section (GASP #457). A pivotal
event in 1985 saw me drop
completely out for the next decade.

  In the late 90’s Mike Schneider, a
colleague in Atlanta, turned my
interest back towards rocketry. Mike
was building his upscale Red Max
when I first worked with him.  He
flew it at NSL on a J350 in 1999 and
got his picture on the cover of Sport
Rocketry. This illustrates to me how
seemingly trivial interactions with
others can make a difference. If I had
not crossed paths with Mike, I might
not have become reacquainted with
the hobby.

  Also, about this time October Sky
came out. The movie did more to
explain to my wife why I had an
interest in the hobby than I could
have on my own. I started thinking
how much fun model rocketry was
as a kid and realized the impact the
hobby had on my life. It was then that

I decided outreach to youngsters was
my prime interest.
What was the pivotal event in 1985,
if I may ask?
  Well actually it was a few things that
happened all in a short time, but the
most significant was a Regional we
ran (the Great GASPy [laughs]) that
had to be cancelled halfway through
due to an unfortunate event
[involving an ejection charge and
some dry grass]. Everyone was pretty
upset about it, not the least those who
had traveled a long way to attend.
What kind of rockets did you fly
as a youth?
  Estes and Centuri kits. I competed
in 1978 and 1979 with custom
designs by George Gassaway.
What kind now?
  Kits (and clones) mostly—model
rockets exclusively. I’ve only
launched one rocket that exceeded
one pound, but that is a story for
another time.
What else keeps you busy?
  I used to be a BIG Pontiac muscle
car nut. I drove a ’72 GTO for a
number of years, as well as other
Pontiacs. Model rockets are much
cheaper!
  I also dabble around with music. My
primary instrument is bass guitar,
although my wife, Angela, and I have
quite a varied assortment of other
instruments about. We’ve also started
to fiddle with model railroading as an
all-weather hobby.
I did a little research on your
background, and came across
something called the Xebec. While
I’m sure many of the old timers
recognize the name, can you tell me
about it?
  The Xebec-IIIa. That was a George
Gassaway rocket glider design. I built
two in the late 70’s [and broke an A
division record with a flight of 172
seconds at ARC-7 in 1978. -ed] One
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spring vacation I visited my sister in
Birmingham for a week. She would
cart me over to George’s house every
day where we built several
competition models—SD, PD, HD,
the gliders—while he mentored me.
We built during the week, flew the
contest on Saturday and Sunday, and
then caravanned to Marshall Space
Flight Center to see the Orbiter
Enterprise. It was a great experience
and I am grateful to this day for
George’s help.
I also came across something called
Space Age Hobbies. What is that?
  In January 2001 I wanted to start a
business. I was born with an
entrepreneurial spirit (I started a
computer company in the early 90’s!)
In 2001 an opportunity came up—
Rocket Vision went out of business
and the assets were auctioned off. I
bought the rights and stock to the
VeriFire launch control system. I
opened a company to sell that and,
in general, to sell “durable” rocket
support equipment. I think this hobby
needs durable equipment; the lack of
high quality equipment is a
detriment. People want to buy & fly,
not buy and build the launch pad,
launch box, etc.

  The first name for the company was
ZrocketwerkZ, but that name scared
off the insurance people and the city
licensing people, so I changed it to
Space Age Hobbies. I tried to sell
Estes and Quest kits, but that is a
difficult business. When we moved
to Virginia I put the company aside.
However, I intend to bring back the
VeriFire soon.
Why did you join NARHAMS?
  In 2001 I came to know Dale
Windsor (Lawn Dart Rocketry) with
SoAR in Atlanta.  When Angela and
I decided to move to the DC area he
highly recommended NARHAMS.
He seems to be a little homesick –
something about “Ledo’s Pizza”

(laughs). I like that NARHAMS
emphasizes model rocketry [rather
than HPR.]  NARHAMS has also
impressed me with its level of
involvement with the community and
with outreach.
Is there anything about
NARHAMS you would like to see
improved?
  Even the best organizations have
 room for improvement, but as a new
member I have great respect for the
club’s accomplishments. I’ll offer
observations that may be helpful.
Do you compete in rocketry?
  In 1978 I was in A Division. It seems
I set records for points in a single
regional and for a season.  I was
unable to attend NARAM-20, but
finished 2nd in points for the year.
The following year I started OK, but
quickly moved on to other things. I
competed in 1984 and 1985.  In 2001
I entered some of SoAR’s contests
and did pretty well, placing first in
PMC and Peanut Scale events. That
same PMC model placed second at a
Plastic Model show. Being in
Alabama was quite a handicap
through the years—most events were
hundreds of miles away. For now,
outreach workshops are plenty to
keep me going.
Tell me more about the outreach
workshops.
  The initial workshops were really an
expansion of Space Age Hobbies
when I was in Alabama. I created a
package that bundled kits, motors and
launch equipment. I rented space at
the local civic center, and held 2-hour
sessions for kids. We would build a
rocket, and while the glue dried I gave
presentations on various topics—
what is model rocketry, space
exploration, etc. I focused on the
things that interest kids. I tried to
convey what it meant to me even

though I don’t work in the space
program.
  Around the same time I tossed my
hat into the ring when the NAR put
out a call for a volunteer to run the
NARTREK program. While George
Scheil was picked to run the
program, he pulled together the
various people who were interested
to get our input. I believed the
existing NARTREK was way too
advanced for youngsters and urged
that the program be opened to non-
NAR members. I felt that if we got a
large number of kids involved the
NAR would get some new members
anyway. The end result of these
discussions was the NARTREK
Cadet program, which I developed
the requirements for.
Back in August 2001 you suggested
[on RMR] a national competition
for students, with corporate
sponsorship. Are you pleased with
the way TARC has been defined
and run?
  I went to last year’s fly-off as a
spectator. What really hit me was this
event [the TARC fly-off] was a
pivotal moment for model rocketry.
It was a public spectator event with
loads of people just watching, and it
had a fantastic “energy” about it. I
do remember grumbling to Angela
about some little things that could be
done better or differently; but in the
big picture it was a great event. I am
very glad to see corporate
sponsorship—and I think the NAR
has just touched the tip of the iceberg
as to the amount of such sponsorship
that is possible.
What do you like best about model
rocketry?
  The people I meet. From the kids
and their parents to the other club
members—the hobby covers such a
broad range of good, interesting
people.!
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By the Numbers
By Ed Pearson, NAR 5694
  Section 139, NARHAMS, is now
officially 39 years old.  Next year
we’ll be 40 and in just three more
will be 43 and soon 50.  Imagine that.
  Since many of us weren’t even born
in 1965 or if we were, a lot weren’t
even in high school when this high
school club, circa 1963, chartered in
‘65, let’s look back at those ancient
times and see what life was like.
  Forget the Prius and $2.00 gallon
gas prices; in 1965 Ford started its
first full year production of
something called the Mustang.
(There was a 64 and a half version).
Gasoline prices averaged 25.1 cents.
  The beltway was completed in
1963 so NARHAMSters could all
pile into John Newquist’s Corvair
and get to Walt Whitman High
School on River Road in Bethesda
in 25 minutes.  The speed limit then
was 70 mph.  (Whitman and a couple
of other schools fed into
NARHAMS membership).
  Speaking of the Corvair, Ralph
Nader first gained wide-spread
notice after publishing Unsafe at Any
Speed in 1965.  (General Motors then
hired investigators to smear Nader
and the activist successfully sued the
organization in 1966 for a bundle).
Another popular book that appeared
that year was Truman Capote’s In
Cold Blood.  Sometime in that era,
so did Harry Stine’s Handbook of
Model Rocketry.
  In the serious theatre, the Man from
LaMancha came out on Broadway
in 1965.  On television, watchers
viewed the second season of
Bewitched; it would be another year
before Star Trek would appear in
1966.  In the movies there were three
nice aviation films:  Those
Magnificent Men in their Flying
Machines, Flight of the Phoenix

 (think they are making a redo of this
 now) and Boeing Boeing.  Other
movies in ’65 that were popular
included Dr. Zhivago, The Agony and
the Ecstasy, Cat Ballou, For a Few
Dollars More and Beach Blanket
Bingo.  And who could forget:  What’s
New Pussycat or the thriller Faster
Pussycat. Kill.  Kill.
  One quarter of us had the milkman
drop off milk to the door daily.  My
family did from Thomson Dairy.
Thompson even provided an
insulated milkbox for the porch to act
as a cooler.   The annual salary in ’65
was $4,743.  The minimum wage
started in ’65 as $1.15 per hour and
ended the year with an increase to
$1.25.
  Life expectancy was 66.6 years for
males and 73.1 for females, and Dr.
Albert Schweitzer a Nobel Prize
winning missionary, statesman, and
vegetarian died after living to 90 in
Africa!
  Also dying that year was Malcolm
X who was assassinated during
National Brotherhood Week.  Martin
Luther King was arrested in Selma,
Alabama leading a civil rights effort.
  The surgeon general declared
cigarette smoking to be hazardous
and television ads were banned
advocating cigarettes.  Packages of
smokes began to carry warning labels
by law.
  Our president LBJ declared a war on
poverty in 1965 launching an
initiative called the Great Society, and
a new government agency came into
being—Housing and Urban
Development.  The Civil Rights
Voting Act was passed too.
  We increased our presence in
Southeast Asia and starting regularly
targeting North Viet Nam with bombs
in a project that first introduced
Americans to the term “Rolling
Thunder”.
  The GI Joe doll was popular in ’65

 as well as troll dolls.
  If memory serves, we had an
increase in postal rates; I think
stamps cost 5 cents to mail a letter.
The ZIP code system, completed in
1963, was gaining widespread use;
it didn’t become mandatory until
1967.
  In aviation, NASA was flying the
X-15 and had recently introduced the
XB-70 Valkyrie.  In space, NASA
finished its last Ranger to hit the
Moon and launched the first
commercial satellite—Early Bird.  It
would be four years before Neil
Armstrong would step on the Moon.
Gemini flights were the rage in 1965.
  NASA launched 190 sounding
rockets in 1965….Alan Williams
photographed all but six of the
launches (just kidding, Alan missed
about 19.  Actually Alan
photographed a lot of rockets…you’ll
have to ask him about when and how
many for real).
  Oh back then we had Andy Warhol
and Roy Lichtenstein revolutionize
art with depictions of soup cans and
cartoons, the completion of the St.
Louis Arch, felt the brunt of the
British Invasion in music and so
forth.  Hippies, LSD, and the peace
movement were just around the
corner, and a little club called
NARHAMS started to make its
presence known in the NAR.
  I’ve probably missed a lot, but you
can fill in the gaps if you do web
searches as I did in researching this
article.  Back then working at GSFC
in the summer (pay was $1.53 hour)
the digital computers filled large
rooms and didn’t have the speed our
memory capacity that this desktop
has in writing this article (I didn’t
work with these, but rather several
refrigerator-sized analog computers
to see if telemetry data merited being
converted into digital).
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 Chad worked one part of the room,
John had three kids he worked with,
and Mary chose a table of four people
to help.
  Everyone agreed that things could
have been improved if the room was
cooler…it was sweltering and during
the building session we had the body
heat of about 43 people in the room—
really.  Apparently the problem
wasn’t confined to just our room.
Later my spouse (who attended with
our daughter and granddaughter) said
they had to seek shelter outside the
exhibit hall as the whole building
seemed to be heated during times
with the outside temperatures in the
80s.  We should seek a bigger room
we believe next year and consider
bringing a fan.
  Others suggested having the door
closed or a door guard next time.
Once we start building and once we
start cleaning up, we always get
spectators who inquire if they can
build.  There is no problem with these
types questions; the problem is one
of congestion.  There was a
suggestion of having another area
where the models could be exhibited
while and after the building session
occurred to bleed off congestion and
still be responsive to inquiries.  A
comment was made that with this
number of volunteers we could
handle 40 modelers instead of a
couple dozen.
  We found we could have used a
better PA, but the one we brought was
a 8-watt backup and at least delivered
the goods.  Marking a clear area for
the crowd to stay behind was another
suggestion for us to consider in
improving a program that is more
than a dozen years old and heralded
this year as in the past as a great
success.  Thanks to RCS and the great
support of NARHAMS—a uniquely
proactive outreach section of the
NAR.

Calendar of Events for 2004
May 8- Sport launch with C.P.R.,
Newville, PA
May 22- TARC Fly-offs, Great
Meadows, VA
Jun 5-6- Sport launch and ECRM-31
regional meet
Jun 5- Monthly meeting Hobbytown
USA, Frederick 7:30-9:00 pm
Jun 6- Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Jun 26-27- RAMTEC-11 regional
meet, Newville, PA
Jul 2- Monthly meeting, Mold-
making/casting discussion
Jul 4- Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Jul 10- Sport launch, US scale
models theme
Jul 18- Goddard Contest, Goddard
Space Flight Center
Jul 30- August Meeting
Jul 31-Aug 6- NARAM-46 national
meet, Great Meadows, VA
Aug 1-  Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Aug 14- Sport launch, Rockets I
found at NARAM theme

Sep 3- Monthly meeting, elections,
staging discussion
Sep 5- Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Sep 11- Sport launch, night launch and
glider theme
Sep 19- AIAA picnic and demo launch
Oct 1- Monthly meeting,  scale model
discussion
Oct 3- Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Oct 9- Sport launch, Oktoberfest, non-
US scale model theme
Oct 9-10- Steel City Smoke Trails 4,
reginoal meet, Jonesburg PA
Oct 23- Planning meeting 10-4
Nov 5- Monthly meeting,  helicopter
design/building session
Nov 7- Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Nov 13- Sport launch, no theme
Dec 3- Monthly meeting, pot luck
dinner
Dec 5-Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Dec 11- Sport launch, no theme

   Sport launches are held at Middletown Park from 10am-4pm, waiver up
to 3.3 lbs and “G” motors not exceeding 62.5 grams of propellant.  All
flights “E” power and above are restricted to 5 degrees from vertical and
between the hours of noon and four PM.  Call ahead to confirm launch
and waiver availability.
   Business meetings are held at the College Park Airport Annex Building,
except where noted above. Meetings begin at 7:15pm with building
sessions or presentations and last until 9:00pm or so.  Regular Business
meetings follow until 10:00pm.  If no presentation or building session is
scheduled, please bring whatever project you are working on currently.
   Questions?  Call Club President Jennifer Ash-Poole at 410-674-6262 or
visit NARHAMS online at http://www.narhams.org

!
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The ZOG-43 June AstroBulletin
By Paul Miller, NAR 51615
    Yummy, there’s nothing like a plate
of roasted cicadas in garlic butter to
finish a so-so spring.  Of course, the
first day of summer at 8:57 p.m. EDT
on June 20th means those Cancer
kids will dominate the Horriblescope
and soft crab sandwiches are here to
keep our tummies happy.
    It’s true that there are 88 official
constellations to be found by
Earthbound stargazers, but our
imaginations can find countless
more.  I actually found two cicadas
in May.  One was buzzing in Cepheus
and the other was crawling up a tree
in Hercules.  Unfortunately, June
ushers in those nasty clouds of
mosquitoes and sure enough I can
find one biting Altair in Aquila. 
Almost directly overhead is a giant
head of a mosquito in Bootes,
sucking blood from Arcturus.
    Now for the planet parade,
NARHAMSters:
  On June 8th the first transit of Venus
to occur since 1882 will provide the
most excitement.  Basically, to
professional observers Venus will
look like a little black dot passing
across the face of the Sun.  The transit
will be ending as the Sun rises in the
Delmarva region.  DO NOT
ATTEMPT TO LOOK AT THE
SUN.  There will be plenty of media
coverage.  The Venusian “solar
journey” takes about six hours.  Our
exposure will be less than two hours. 
Seek a solar website.  The Maryland
Science Center is planning safe
public observations.  Go to
w w w . m d s c i . o r g / e x h i b i t s /
observatory.  No one presently alive
has ever seen it.  It’s best to leave this
viewing to the experts.
    Jupiter is an easy and pleasant
target for June planet watchers.  He
is the brightest object in the

southwestern sky.  Mars and Saturn
are low on the northwestern horizon
about 40 minutes after sunset.  On
June 19th they will join a crescent
moon near Pollux and Castor.
    The Delta Aquarid meteor shower
commences at the end of June, but
personally I have had little luck with
this one.  I remember a big greenish-
yellow bolide back in the early 70’s
and that’s about it.
    Historically, my favorite
spectaculars for June include:  6/25/
1894 — Happy birthday to Herman
Oberth, German rocket pioneer; 6/
16/1963 — Still the only solo space
flight by a woman, the fearless
Valentina Tereshkova; 6/18/1983 —

Sally Ride rode STS7 Challenger to
become the first American woman in
space.  On to ECRM-31 and
RAMTEC 11 in June, 2004!
    To discover celestial marvels on
line, go to:

· www.skyandtelescope.com/
observing/objects

· www.antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/
apod/astropix.html

· www.eso.org/
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This article was provided by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, under a
contract with the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
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Voyage to a Double Planet
By Patrick L. Barry and Dr. Tony Phillips

Pluto and Charon. The project, called
New Horizons, will map both worlds.
Sensors will chart surface minerals
and ices, and catalog the gases that
make up Pluto’s wispy atmosphere.
  “It’s the second epoch in the
exploration of the planets,” says Alan
Stern, the principal investigator for
New Horizons at the Southwest
Research Institute in Colorado.
“We’re going to the very edge of the
solar system.”
  The probe is scheduled to launch in
January 2006. Its journey will be a
long one. Pluto is more than 30 times
further away from the Sun than Earth
is! Even with a speed boost from a
flyby of Jupiter, the probe won’t
arrive at Pluto until July 2015.
Afterward, the probe will venture on
to explore the Kuiper Belt, a distant
“halo” of small, frozen objects

surrounding the solar
system, from which
comets originate.
  Aside from sheer
curiosity about these
distant worlds, scientists
are motivated by
questions about the
formation of the solar
system. Orbiting in the
deep freeze far from the
sun, Pluto and Charon
have undergone less
change than the inner
planets during the solar
system’s 4.5 billion year
history. These two worlds
will provide a glimpse
into the past.

  Pluto could also shed light on the
origin of our own Moon. Earth, with
its single, large moon, is unusual.
The Pluto-Charon system is the only
other pair like it in the solar system.
In fact, some astronomers consider
Earth and the Moon to be a double
planet, too. So knowing more about
Pluto and Charon could give clues
about how the Earth-Moon system
formed.
  And, of course, the spectacular,
up-close photos of Pluto and Charon
are going to look great as a
screensaver!

  Download a “nine planets”
screensaver for your computer with
spectacular photos of our solar
system, and you’ll notice that one
planet is conspicuously missing:
Pluto. Icy and mysterious, Pluto is the
only planet never visited and
photographed by NASA space
probes.
  In fact, the clearest image we have
of Pluto is a tiny, pixelated blob of
light and dark patches taken by the
Hubble Space Telescope in 1994. It’s
tantalizing ‘ but not much more.
Earth-based telescopes have
succeeded, however, in discovering
one amazing fact: Pluto is not a lone
world, but a double-planet system. Its
companion, measuring about half the
size of Pluto itself, is named Charon.
  Work is underway to launch a
robotic probe to visit and photograph
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FREDERICK, MARYLAND
1305 W. 7th Street

Frederick, MD 21702
Phone: 301-694-7395 Fax: 301-694-7394

Show your NARHAMS membership card and receive a
20% discount off rocket kits, motors, and building

supplies!!

Pratt Hobbies is proud to announce that we are now a QUEST
dealer!  Contact us for all your Quest and MicroMaxx products.

ASP MicroMaxx kits now in stock!
 NARHAMS members get special brother-in-law discounts!!

www.pratthobbies.com
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Wood Acres Elementary
Space Day Launch a
Success!
By Jennifer Ash-Poole, NAR 61415
  On Tax day, April 15, Roy
Lappalainen, Ed Pearson, Chris
Kidwell and Jennifer Ash-Poole
went to Wood Acres Elementary
School to help with their Space
Day!
  Roy was on the field first,
checking out the winds. Since it had
been raining for 4 days, we were
hoping for sunny weather. Roy and I
then met by Paul Connor, one of the
parents and the organizer of the
launch. Roy, Paul and I proceeded
to empty all the stuff I had brought.
By 3 pm, Roy and I had the systems
set up (well, really Roy had them
set up, I was figuring out the way to
put the rope up the most efficient
way, and talking with Paul on the

flow management for the kids.)
  Chris and Ed showed up in time
to help the kids replace their
parachutes with streamers, and prep
their rockets. Ed and Roy worked
with the kids, Chris did RSO duty,
and I did LCO duty (Since no one
else wanted to talk into the mic.
Where’s Alan Williams when you
need him? - kj) Every now and then
Ed and Roy would come over and
help the kids and the launch racks.
  By the end of the day, the wind
had calmed down. We only put one
rocket up in a tree. Unlike previous
launches at Wood Acres, the 85
kids had signed up for a time slot,
so launching was very laid-back for
most of the day.
  We had a few misfires, several
continuity problems, but everyone
got to launch their rocket. After the
flying rush at the end, we packed
up the truck and headed inside. In
the teacher’s lounge, the parents

had put out a spread of food for us.
Roy and his wife decided to go out
to eat, so it was just Ed, Chris and I
for dinner. There was chili, ham,
fruit salad, regular salad, cookies
and pop. Yum.
  Throughout the school, there was
an astronaut talking, paper airplane
competitions, and shows going on
the school planetarium. Out back,
where we had been launching,
telescopes were set up. What a way
to celebrate Space!
  Thanks to Roy for coming all the
way from Baltimore, Chris came
from Virginia, and Ed for sneaking
out of work. We are sorry that
Richard got sick and couldn’t make
it.
  Next time, remember, they feed
us, the kids are excited, and the
weather is almost always good.!

Kevin Johnson’s CHAD staged Super Big
Bertha takes off.  Photo by Chad Blair.
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An Almost All-Glider OPOSSUM
By Kevin Johnson, NAR 77083
  An odd lack of “W” at Middletown
Park made for an excellent day on
April 10th for the eighth annual
OPOSSUM open meet.  While a non-
breezy day is reason enough to
celebrate, with a full slate of glider
events the calm air was even more
welcome.  We also hosted several
TARC qualification attempts since
this was the last day for teams to make
official flights.
  Twenty-six entrants came out to fly
1/2A BG, 1/2A RG, 1/4A FW, and
Drag Race.  As contest director I
wanted a slate of events that harkened
back to the East Coast Glider Meets,
but still kept things in our flying field.
I picked DR to fill out the weighting
factors because you could be
competitive with an RG, and this is
only the 2nd time we’ve flown the
event since I joined the club in 2000.
  Most of the contestants were from
C and A division (12 and 10) with a
strong team division showing of the
remaining 4 entries.   There were no
B divisioners, since Kris Bittle was
working with his TARC teammates.
Our long distance traveler for the
meet wasn’t Tom Lyon (for a change)
but Gerald Relton who drove up with
his wife from North Carolina.  I hear
he may be back for ECRM.
  In addition to the TARC and contest
flights there were 46 sport flight cards
turned in.  Not a bad turnout for a
Saturday in April!
  Flexies fluttered about, and some
even managed a glide. Matt Filler
seemed to have the magic touch with
2 long flights.  The only folks to come
close to his numbers were those
Raging Rocketeers, Paul and Garrett.
There were a lot of shredded gliders
and many that ejected at high velocity
due to strong ejection charges.
  BG’s flew very nicely in the calm
air (at least in the morning and

 afternoon).  I remember that Robin
Harris (one of the cadets) and the
Mostly Harmless team had great
flights using Edmonds designs, as did
several of our other cadet members.
  There were a lot of slide wings in
the RG event, with only one or two
slide
pods and movable elevator designs.
I saw that Kindra Bittle had a
really nice looking auto elevator RG
that was a tad bit large for 1/2A.  Matt
flew what
looked like a Nymph (which turned
out to be one he was proxy flying for
dad, Jim) and Two Murphy’s
Lawyers Against You flew a Julie
Bird.
  Drag Race worked
out ok once I got my
act together and made
out the ladders.
Jeeven and Daevin
Hugh got things
started with a bit of
sibling rivalry,
followed up by a
Bittle Battle between
Kate and Kindra for
1st. Team Division
had the most number
of RG entries in DR,
and my RG turned out
my best flight of the
day in DR.
  The full results of
the meet are up at the
NARHAMS website
in the Contest Results
section.  I will tell you
though that
NARHAMS racked
up an impressive
6844 points for this
meet.  Way to go!
  As a first time CD I
have to say that many
people in the club
helped me out with
advice and guidance.

It’s not that hard to do and any
question I had was answered with a
quick email.  If you like to compete
but haven’t been a CD yet, give it a
try, you’ll find it’s a real blast!

Forgot what a Z cloud looks like?  John McCoy sent in this
photo to remind us all.
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ZOG - FORTY THREE
5269 Rivendell Lane, Apt 5
COLUMBIA, MARYLAND 21044

Launch Schedule
SPORT LAUNCH

with the C.P.R.
Newville, PA

10:00AM-4:00PM
May 8th

SPORT LAUNCH
and ECRM-31

Middletown Park
9:00AM-4:00PM

June 5th-6th

PUBLIC LAUNCH
Goddard Space Flight Center

Visitor’s Center
1:00PM-2:00PM

June 6th

Next Issue�s submission
deadline is May 31!


